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C.P.
CavaFy
—

Selected Poems - poetry

The Author

The Author

Cavafy is by far the most translated and best-known Greek poet internationally. 
His work exists in multiple translations in a wide range of languages and 
major 20th-century poets as diverse as auden, Brecht, Brodsky, Durrell, Milosz 
and Montale have all paid tribute to Cavafy, either by writing poems in the 
style of Cavafy, or by openly admitting their debt to his poetry in their own 
work. 
Whether his subject matter is historical, philosophical or sensual, Cavafy’s 
unique poetic voice is always recognizable by its ironic, suave, witty, world-
weary and aesthetic tone. It is a voice which lends itself to translation. Indeed, 
translations of Cavafy’s poetry are the best possible counter to the often quoted 
platitude that poetry is what is lost in translation. Cavafy’s is a poetry that not 
only survives but actually thrives in translation.

Kostas akrivos was born on 29 March 1958 in volos, the city where Jason, the 
ancient Greek mythological figure, famous as the leader of the argonauts, 
began his quest for the Golden Fleece. He has studied Medieval and Modern 
Greek Literature. Since 1983 he teaches Greek and Literature at the secondary 
level. He is a member of the Greek Writers’ Society and editor of the series: “a 
City in Literature” by Metaichmio Publications. 

Constantine P. Cavafy was born in alexandria in 1863 and died there on 
the morning of his 70th birthday in 1933. He worked as an employee in the 
Irrigation Service at the Ministry of Public Works in alexandria and was a 
leading figure in the literary life of the city. 
Surprisingly, he chose not to publish any collected edition of his poems during 
his lifetime, but preferred to circulate small privately printed collections 
among his friends, seemingly confident of the afterlife of his work and of his 
subsequent recognition. 
The first collection of his poems was published in 1935, and the international 
acclaim for his work has grown ever since.

Selected Poems
Aiora Press, 2013 
2013 / 102 pp. 

Translated into English

KoSTaS
aKrIvoS
—

Does Anybody Remember Alfons? - novel

Pandemonium- novel

a lust for adventure burns the soul of alfons Hochhauser. He is only sixteen 
when he abandons his house in the alps to wander in the countries of the 
South. In 1926 he reaches the Greek Mount Pelion and takes the big decision: 
to spend the rest of his life there. He works very hard to survive while learning 
the crafts of sea and earth. His name very soon becomes a legend and why 
not? Since he owns a pension where he offers hospitality to Greta Garbo, he is 
involved in the discovery of the statue of Poseidon of artemision and so many 
more. Thirty years after his unbelievable death a writer searches the trail of his 
life. Could he be his son? a book dedicated to the bonds of blood. a question that 
has to be answered: is there anything stronger than family?

on the 16th of april 2004 in a monastery of Mt. athos, monks discover in terror 
a dead body in one of their cells. If one realizes that for over a thousand years 
it is forbidden for women or even female animals to set foot on this place, it 
becomes obvious how terrifying and mysterious this murder case is, since the 
body belongs to a young woman. Kostas akrivos keeps readers intrigued to the 
very last page of his thriller Pandemonium with a series of unsolved mysteries 
and suspicion on all sides. Is the death the outcome of a sexual scandal? Is the 
interference of a foreign power to blame? Has Lucifer himself had a hand in it 
or is the real cause something even more frightening than all of that?
akrivos casts his net beyond the confines of athos, and the action encompasses 
references to the religious, social and politico-ideological make-up of 
contemporary Greece.

rights sold to Switzerland (Waldgut verlag – for the German language)
and to Italy (Crocetti Editore).
Nominated for the Greek readership award 2008

Does Anybody Remember Alfons?
Metaichmio Publications
2010 / 309 pp. 

Translated into German

Alfons Hochhauser Der Barfussprophet von Pilion - Roman
Grössenwahn Verlag, 2012

Pandemonium
Metaichmio Publications
2007 / 391 pp. 

Translated into German
Pandämonium: Ein Klosterthriller vom Berg Athos
Waldgut Verlag, 2013

FICTIoN
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Maro
DouKa
—

Fool’s Gold - novel

The Author

The child of a well-to-do family, Myrsini enthusiastically joins the 
underground resistance, making common cause with a varied cast of 
characters from backgrounds very different from her own. after an early 
failed love affair, she gets engaged to George, a political prisoner, only to find 
her human instincts increasingly difficult to reconcile with her idealistic 
philosophy once he is released. 
The story moves towards its climax as Myrsini becomes involved in the bloody 
events of 17 November 1973, when tanks were used to evict students from the 
athens Polytechnic. at the same time the fortunes of Myrsini’s family form a 
backdrop at once touching and bizarre to an impressionable girl’s unflinching 
search for a true identity, both for herself and for her country.

Previously published in English by Kedros Modern Greek Writers Series under 
the title Fool’s Gold (translated by roderick Beaton) and in French by actes Sud 
under the title L’or des fous (translated by Paule rossetto). Serbian rights sold.

Maro Douka was born in 1947 in Chania, Crete. She has been living in athens 
since 1966. Her first book, containing the novellas “The Well” and “Some 
people”, was published in 1974, followed by another novella, two collections of 
short stories and nine novels.
She was awarded the Nikos Kazantzakis Prize for her novel Fool’s Gold, was 
given a National Book award for the novel The Floating City, and the Costas 
ouranis Prose Fiction award by the academy of athens as well as the 2006 
Balkanika award for her novel The Innocent and the Guilty.
Her short stories and novels have been translated into many European 
languages.

Fool’s Gold
Patakis Publishers, 2008 / 352 pp. 

Translated into Serbian
Lažno zlato, Oktoih/Štampar Makarije, 2012

STEFaNoS 
DaNDoLoS
—

The Devil’s Dancer - novel

The Author

London, 1936. In the midst of a crowd, a famous american author sees the 
legendary dancer, Solange Dalmon, the woman who he had fallen passionately 
in love with and driven to her death many years before. Could it be her? and 
if so, had she returned from the dead to seek vengeance for her demise? as he 
comes up against his dark past, he sinks into an agonizing journey through 
the cosmopolitan drawing rooms of Paris and New york and deep into the 
heart of the Nazi darkness. To reach the truth, however, he must find his 
way through a labyrinth of guilty secrets, Hollywood stars who are spies, 
fractured divas, cynical diplomats and the order of Shadows, the secret elite 
of the global economy which regulated the Greek bankruptcy in the 1890s 
and now supported Hitler’s plans. an exciting espionage thriller set against 
a backdrop of the greatest events of the twentieth century and during which 
an unforgettable story of passion unfolds. 10,000 copies in print - rights sold: 
Turkey

Stefanos Dandolos was born in athens in 1970 and made his literary debut 
in 1996. In 2004, Pavlos Matessis described him as the most important Greek 
author of his generation and, in 2009, he was awarded the Botsi Prize for his 
work as a whole, in the presence of the Greek President.
He has written nine novels, while his book, Nero - I, a God, was translated and 
published with great success in Italy. 
His short stories have been included in anthologies and literary magazines 
abroad and, in 2008, he represented Greece at the young Writers World Festival 
which took place in Seoul. 
The devil’s dancer is his eighth novel and his first published by Psichogios 
Publications.

The Devil’s Dancer
Psichogios Publications
2013 / 488 pp. 

Translated into Turkish
Seytanin Dansçisi / Orkinos Yayınları, 2014 / Forthcoming
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MILTIaDES B. 
HaTzoPouLoS
—

Betwixt and Between - novel

The Author

The touching story of a teenager who struggles with the eternal problems of 
adolescence, Betwixt & Between is a coming-of-age novel set in a politically 
divided country. While the era of British colonialism in Cyprus is coming to 
a violent end, Dimitri tries to come to terms with the consequences of the 
political turmoil on his own life. 
Strengthened by his passion for medieval poetry and his love for the history of 
his island, he sets out to balance the Cypriot and English elements in his daily 
life.  a nostalgic story about family, love and friendship, Betwixt & Between is 
a powerful novel about the psychology of an adolescent torn between different 
worlds, and about the complexities of life and love in the social and historical 
mosaic of 1950s colonial Cyprus. 
It is a beautifully-observed, historically informed novel by the celebrated Greek 
historian and novelist.

Miltiades B. Hatzopoulos was born in athens in 1944. He read Economics at 
the Law Faculty of the university of Paris for two years, graduated from the 
Classics Department of the Sorbonne in 1967. He obtained his Ph.D. and, later, 
his Habilitation from the same university. M.B. Hatzopoulos is a member of 
the Institut de France (académie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres), the athens 
archaeological Society, the German archaeological Institute etc. 
He has extensively lectured and carried out research in Europe and North 
america, and has published twenty volumes of epigraphic collections, 
monographs, edited volumes and some 150 articles and book reviews in French, 
English and Greek. He is also the author of three novels in Greek.

For his work he has received the Bronze Medal of the academy of athens.

Betwixt and Between
HESTIA publishers & booksellers
2009 / 352 pp..

Translated into English
Betwixt and Between / Armida Publications Ltd, 2014 

CoSTaS 
HaDzIaryIrIS
—

The Painter and the Pirate - novel

The Author

a fierce epic in the Mediterranean, a religious frenzy in the land of 
Shakespeare, a village comedy in the style of Pagnol, all set in a fantasized 
Greece. Here we are embarking with merciless privateers, capable of reciting 
prayers in Latin while humming pirate-tunes, or moved by the beauty of a 
painting.
We see drawn in front of our eyes shipwrecks, collisions, lootings and killings, 
a world of total insanity which acknowledges only two rules: that of the 
strongest and, that of the most shrewd. a world of madmen where the only 
ideas are obsessions, where virtues are as monstrous as vices and which, at the 
end, singularly resembles our own world. 
Black humor and bitter laughter, mockery and pretense, The painter and the 
pirate is Dostoyevsky played by Guignol puppets, Beckett narrated by voltaire, 
Stevenson revisited by Kafka.

Kostas Hadziaryiris (1912-1963) was born in Khartoum, in the Sudan. at the age 
of two, he settled with his mother and sisters in the city of volos. In 1932, the 
family moved to athens and in the following year, he attended the National 
Technical university of athens for one year, while he got acquainted with the 
Popular Scene of Karolos Koun.
From 1935 until the outbreak of the Greek-Italian war, he worked on theatre 
(founding member of Theatro Technis by Karolos Koun) and music. 
In 1940 he was drafted into the army and fought on the albanian front.  From 
1941 until his death, he lived in athens.

The Painter and the Pirate
HESTIA publishers & booksellers
1963 / 213 pp.

Translated into French
Le peintre et le pirate / Éditions Cambourakis, 2014 
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TELEMaCHoS 
KoTSIaS
—

On the Other Side of the River - novel

The Author

The Author

Petros Harissis would never forget the morning he returned from america: 
the crisp dry leaves covering the path through the forest crunched noisily 
under his feet as the bell around the mule’s neck rang a rhythmic melody. 
He wondered whether this would be his final return following his countless 
adventures or if this were just the start of a new and unfamiliar page in his life. 
So it was that Petros Harissis returned to the mountains of Mourgana, on the 
border of albania and Greece, to begin his new life. Everything was peaceful 
the day that the borders between both countries were fixed into place and his 
village literally became torn in two. Petros Harissis is suddenly an albanian 
citizen. Life as he had known it, dreams and family dramas shed light on a page 
of history that has remained hidden in the shadows.

Telemachos Kotsias was born in Northern Epirus in the village of vrysera 
in 1951. Today he lives in athens and works as a translator at the Ministry of 
Foreign affairs. He has published a number of collections of short stories, 
novellas and novels. He is a member of the Society of authors.

Nikos Kokantzis (1927-2009) was born in Thessaloniki, Greece. He studied 
Medicine in Thessaloniki university and was specialised in Psychiatry (and 
then Psychoanalysis and Psychotherapy) in London, where he lived for many 
years. Gioconda was published in 1975, becoming a classic overnight, and was 
reissued by Patakis Publishers in March 2005, together with the publication of 
Nine Stories and a Libretto and a selection of his poetry under the title Quartet.

On the Other Side of the River
Psichogios Publications
2009 / 432 pp. 

Translated into albanian
Në bregun përballë / Botimet Toena, 2012

reprinted, while it has also been translated into many foreign languages 
to critical acclaim. It is the true story of the first love between two young 
people from Salonica during the German occupation. Their love is violently 
interrupted when Gioconda and her family, like so many other Jews of the city, 
are put on that road of no return, leading to the concentration camps.

French, Hebrew, Catalan & Turkish rights sold. Previously published in German, 
English, Serbian & Italian.
Film rights interest in the uS.

PavLoS
KaLLIGaS
—

NIKoS
KoKaNTzIS
—

Thanos Vlekas - novel

Gioconda - novel

The Author

a Greek novel of the 1850s, showing the main problems that arose in the newly 
founded Greek Kingdom, after it gained its independence from the ottoman 
Empire in 1832. Such problems were the unjust distribution of land, the 
disadvantages of the lower classes, bureaucracy, unfair taxation, corruption and 
favoritism.
Many of these problems are still encountered today and are responsible for the 
current crisis in Greece, thus making Thanos vlekas surprisingly topical and 
extremely enlightening to read.

Gioconda was first published in 1975 and since then has never ceased to be 

Pavlos Kalligas was born in 1814 in Smyrna (Izmir) and died in 1896 in athens. 
He studied Law, Philosophy and History, in Germany. after completing his 
studies, he was appointed lecturer at the newly founded university of athens. 
He was elected member of the parliament, served as minister of finance, justice 
and foreign affairs. He also served as Director of the National Bank of Greece. 
He published legal treatises and numerous essays on history. Thanos vlekas is 
his only novel.

Thanos Vlekas
Aiora Press
2013 / 301 pp.

Translated into German
Thanos Vlekas: Roman aus der Zeit des jungen griechischen 
Staates

Gioconda
Patakis Publishers
2005 / 136 pp.

Translated into French
Gioconda / Éditions de l’Aube, 2012 
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LENa
MaNTa
—

The House by the River - novel

Walz with Twelve Gods - novel

The Author

an intense love story unfolds in a village of Greece between Gerasimos and 
Theodora. against all odds, they marry and their love bears five daughters. Their 
romances and professional ambitions will take them away from their home 
by the river and will scatter them to all four corners of the world. There, each 
sister will follow the path of her own personal destiny. The house by the river, 
though, silently awaits them.

Four complete strangers, Marina, Elpida, Natalia and Kostis, experience, 
in their own individual ways, the romantic and professional impasses of 
theirs everyday bustling lives. one rainy night, however, a car accident will 
unexpectedly change everything. This is a contemporary novel about human 
relations, friendship and love.
rights sold to China and Bulgaria - Tv Series in Cyprus and Greece.

Lena Manta is Greece’s best-selling women’s fiction author with 1,5 million 
copies of her books sold in Greece and Cyprus alone, and whose books have 
been sold to China (Walz with 12 Gods), albania (The house by the river, The 
strength of her soul, Coffee brewing on the embers), Turkey (Theano, a woman 
of steel) and Bulgaria (Walz with 12 Gods). 
Just as her stories and characters captured Greek readers’ hearts, so we believe 
that they will continue to do the same outside Greek borders. Her latest novel, 
The five keys, has just been published with an 80,000 copy first print run in 
tow.

On the Other Side of the River
Psichogios Publications
2007 / 600 pp.

Translated into albanian
Pesë motrat dhe shtëpia buzë lumit / Botimet Toena, 2013

Walz with Twelve Gods
Psichogios Publications
2005 / 552 pp.

Translated into Chinese
Chongqing University Press, 2013

PErSa 
KouMouTSI
—

On the West Bank of the Nile - novel

The Author

The story begins at the threshold of the Nasser revolution of Egypt in 1952. 
Two young people, a young girl, member of the privileged Greek community 
in Egypt and an Egyptian officer and follower of Nasser meet and fall in love 
at an early stage of their lives. Facing prejudice and problems, but mostly 
the unspoken rules and principles governing the caste of each of them, their 
relationship seems to be so strong, that apparently, nothing can stop it, 
except for the torrent of events that will follow and drag both of them in its 
devastating swirl, that marked the history of the world and caused the end of 
an era, not only for the Egyptian people, but also for the foreign communities, 
especially that of the Greeks, who lived there for more than two thousand 
years, in the bourgeois centers of Cairo and alexandria. 
The book is a vivid picture of modern Egypt in the second half of the 20th 
century, and a bold depiction the circumstances that dictated the changes that 
followed later on, till today.

Persa Koumoutsi: novelist and literary translator, was born in Cairo, Egypt, 
moved to Greece following her studies at the Egyptian university of Cairo 
where she studied English and arabic literature. Since 1990, she has been 
working professionally as a literary translator, translating prose and poetry 
from arabic and English into Greek and vica versa.
She has translated a significant part of the Egyptian Literary Nobel Prize 
winner Naguib Mahfouz work and other distinguished authors as well as 
poetry. In 2001 she was awarded the International Cavafy Prize for translated 
works.

On the West Bank of the Nile
Psichogios Publications
2006 / 288 pp.

Translated into arabic
The National Center for Translation, 2013
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aLExaNDroS 
PaPaDIaMaNDIS
—

Fey Folk - novel

The Church-averse  - novel

Two Short Stories from Skiathos: Dream on the Wave,
 The Church-averse  - novel

Fey Folk is characteristic of Papadiamandis’s work. Its characters are quaint, 
simple-hearted folk living their humble lives in accordance with centuries-old 
traditions and customs, delightfully described by Papadiamandis with both 
reverence and humour. 
The setting is the hinterland of his native island of Skiathos with its 
intoxicating vegetation, its hillsides, springs and ravines, where the belief 
in spirits and the supernatural is deeply rooted in the consciousness of the 
otherwise God-fearing and devout inhabitants. 
“The ‘saint’ of modern Greek letters... 
Papadiamandis wrote with graphic realism and unequalled passion” (Times 
Literary Supplement). “The greatest Modern Greek prose writer” (Milan 
Kundera).

The love story between Kolias and Molota was expressed in one single kiss. 
Τhen they were parted for thirty years, taking completely different directions 
in their life. until they met again... The scenery is Skiathos, the beautiful 
aegean island and native home of the author. 
The book includes a chronology of the author’s life and an afterword on the 
Greeks of Goerlitz, an unknown as much as astonishing WWI incident.

This book includes two of Papadiamandis’ most popular short stories, both 
set on the beautiful island of Skiathos. a summer dream that reminds us that 

Fey Folk
Translated into English
Fey Folk: A tale from Skiathos / Aiora Press, 2013 / 76 pp.

The Church-averse

Translated into German
Der Kirchenscheue: Eine Erzählung aus Skiathos / Aiora 
Press, 2012 / 57 pp.

Two Short Stories from Skiathos: Dream on 
the Wave, The Church-averse

Translated into russian
Два рассказа с острова Скиафос / «Мечта в волне» / и 
«Нехристь» / Aiora Press, 2013Press, 2012 / 57 pp.

KoSTaS 
MourSELaS
—

Red Dyed Hair - novel

The Author

In 1989, Kostas Mourselas, an already acclaimed playwright at the time, 
publishes his first novel and presents to us one of the most extraordinary 
characters on the Greek literary scene: Emmanouil retsinas, known as Louis, 
a charming reincarnation of zorba in post-war athens, a man who is almost 
handsome, almost revolutionary, almost a bum, almost an okay guy... 
Together with Konstantinos Manolopoulos, the low-key intellectual, and 
Martha, the silent beauty, they are the centre of a tale of three people who live, 
react, transgress and survive amid the chattering middle classes, “successful” 
careerists, weary ideologues and sensitive layabouts. 
a fresco of an era in Greece swamped with brothels, poor neighbourhoods, 
remnants of lives and borrowed dreams. Provocative, sensual, caustic and 
exuberant, red Dyed Hair became a bestseller overnight and a classic that is 
read again and again.
Full French translation available. 
French, Turkish & Serbian rights sold.

Kostas Mourselas, one of the most important Greek playwrights and novelists, 
was born in Piraeus in 1930. red Dyed Hair, his first novel, initially published in 
1989, became a literary phenomenon and a huge bestseller, having since sold 
over 200.000 copies in various editions.
It has been translated into five languages so far (German, Italian, French, 
Turkish, Hebrew, all rights reverted except for French & Turkish); it has 
recently been published in France by Éditions Cambourakis under the title Les 
enfants du Pirée.
His latest novel, at the edge of the night, featuring the characters of red Dyed 
Hair, was published by Patakis Publishers in December 2011.

Red Dyed Hair
Patakis Publishers
2014 / 574 pp.

Translated into French
Les enfants du Pirée / Éditions Cambourakis, 2012

Translated into Turkish
Kizila Boyali Saçlar / Kirmizi Kedi Yayinevi, 2013
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The Author

Maira Papathanassopoulou was born in athens in 1967. She studied German 
literature and works as a translator. Her first book, the novel Judas’ Wonderful 
Kiss (1998), climbed immediately to the top of the bestseller list and has sold 
more than 300.000 copies. 
She has published four more novels, Three Men and one Woman (2000), Sweet, 
Sweet Power (2004), Blessed are those who mourn (2006) & Mamma Santissima 
(2014). She has also written two children’s picture books, The Spell of Smell 
(2001) and Don’t Cry Wolf (2003).

snoring within seconds. on excursions, I’d collect large stones and paint them 
with bright colours. He would use them as door stoppers whenever there was 
a draft. 
our relationship was characterised by antitheses from the beginning. I got 
pregnant at eighteen. He, at twenty-three, was really startled. I decided to keep 
the baby. of course, he didn’t agree with that. His parents made him change 
his mind after finding out about my inheritance. We were bonded by holy 
matrimony seventeen years ago. For me, the bond was truly holy. For him, it felt 
just like a real bond. Every time we argued, he would say ‘I should have had it 
chopped off’. Some wishes never come true... “

More than 300.000 copies sold to date / French rights sold to Plon / Italian 
rights sold to rCS Libri / Dutch rights sold to Prometheus, Bakker / Spanish 
rights sold to Destino / Portuguese rights sold to Dom Quixote / Swedish rights 
sold to Forum / Finnish rights sold to WSoy / Polish rights sold to Bertelsmann, 
Warsaw. New edition: Greckie Klimaty (2013) / Hebrew rights sold to Carmel / 
Turkish rights sold to Güncel / German rights sold to Heyne / Czech rights sold 
to BBart / russian rights sold to Slovo albanian rights sold to Toena

ELENa
PENGa
—

Narcissus: Monologue for One Male Actor - novel

a monologue for a male actor and fifteen male volunteers, a fresh take on the 
well-known myth of the young man who falls in love with his reflection, with 
fatal consequences.
In Narcissus, the multiplication of the image of the self is presented both as 
a question of existential order and as a sign of the times. Bound to an era in 
which developments in the technology of image production, processing, and 
reproduction has disturbed our relationship with the Ego, the contemporary 
man – and, by extension, contemporary Man – is brought face to face with his 
dead ends.

Narcissus: Monologue for One Male Actor 

Translated into German & English
Narkissos: Monolog für einen Schauspieler. Und zwanzig 
weitere Herren
Narcissus: Monologue for one male actor and 20 men 
volunteers
Series: FÄKÄTÄ 15 / Queich Verlag, 2011

everyday life is hard but dreams are there to help the heroes reconcile with 
their fate. and the love story between Kolias and Molota.

Two short stories from Skiathos: Love in the Snow,
Dream on the Wave  - novel

a summer dream dominated by the sea and a winter dream with an unhappy 
ending: two of Papadiamandis’ most popular short stories, taking place in his 
native island of Skiathos. 
Generally recognized as one of the foremost Greek prose writers of the modern 
period, alexandros Papadiamandis holds a special place in the history of 
modern Greek letters, but also in the heart of the ordinary Greek reader. 
The book includes an introduction, a chronology of the author’s life and a 
bibliography of translated works.

Two short stories from Skiathos: Love in 
the Snow, Dream on the Wave 

Translated into Italian
Due racconti di Skiathos: Sogno sull’onda, Amore sotto la 
neve / Aiora Press, 2012 / 69 pp.

The Author

alexandros Papadiamandis (1851–1911) was born and grew up on the aegean 
island of Skiathos, where he also spent the last years of his life.
Though his thoughts were ever on Skiathos and its inhabitants, he lived most 
of his adult life in athens and earned a basic living by translating foreign 
authors and writing his own stories for newspapers and periodicals. His 
simple, reclusive and pious life earned him the title of ‘kosmokalόyeros’ (lay 
monk). 
His translations include works by authors as diverse as Dostoyevsky, Chekhov, 
de Maupassant, Bram Stoker and Jerome K. Jerome. His own work comprises 
four early novels and almost two hundred short stories.

MaIra
PaPaTHaNaSSoPouLou
—

Judas’ Wonderful Kiss - novel

“For me, ‘Hotel California’ was the most sensual song written in the last thirty 
years. For him, it was a group’s bad attempt to convey satanic messages to 
unsuspecting listeners through an enticing melody. Before falling asleep, I’d 
visualise events that intensely affected me. He, on the other hand, would be 

Judas’ Wonderful Kiss
Patakis Publishers
1998 / 312 pp

Translated into Polish
Judasz Calowal Wspaniale / Greckie Klimaty, 2013
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DIoNySIoS 
SoLoMoS
—

EMILIoS 
SoLoMou
—

The national Poet of Greece- poetry

The Diary of an Infidelity- novel

The Author

Dionysios Solomos is the national poet of Greece. This volume aims at giving 
a representative picture of his work. Most of his poems were inspired by the 
Greek War of Independence against the ottoman Empire (1821).

George Dukarelis, an archaeologist and professor at the university of athens, 
returns to the Little Cyclades, twenty years after the dig that made him famous 
and forever changed his private and professional life. There he had discovered 
the remains of a pregnant young woman who had been murdered 5000 years 
earlier. at the time of the dig he had also entered into an affair with one of 
his students. However, what is he doing in Koufonissi now, six months after 
the mysterious disappearance of his wife, his former student? Dukarelis must 
now take on a dig into the deepest darkest corners of his soul. Wandering 
through places where he had once lived and scattered with memories, the 
invisible bonds that connect him with three women, the barren land, the sea 

Dionysios Solomos was born in 1798 on the island of zakynthos. The 
illegitimate child of a wealthy count and his housekeeper, Solomos studied 
law in Italy, where he became familiar with Italian literature. He wrote 
mostly poetry and prose poems, in Greek and in Italian, leaving most of them 
unfinished and unpublished during his lifetime. Inspired by the Greek War of 
Independence he wrote the Hymn to Liberty. Dionysios Solomos died in Corfu, 
in 1857.

The national Poet of Greece 

Translated into russian
Национальный поэт Греции /  Aiora Press, 2014 / 59 pp.

The Diary of an Infidelity
Psichogios Publications
2012 / 336 pp.

Eu Prize for Literature

Narcissus was presented by the International Festival of athens in the summer 
of 2011. It has been published by Queich-verlag, Berlin, in German, Greek and 
English in 2011. The English translation is by the playwright.

The Author

Elena Penga was born in Thessaloniki, Greece.  She holds a Ba from Wesleyan 
university, CT (philosophy & theater) and an Ma (screen/playwriting) from 
uCLa. 
She writes both in Greek & English, is a member of the Greek Playwrights 
Guild, has been extensively interviewed & reviewed by the Greek printed media 
and television, and her work is regularly taught and cited by Greek academia.  
She teaches playwriting at the university of Patra and the International 
Theatre Institute in athens.

EMMaNouEL
rHoIDES
—

Psychology of a Syriot Husband - novel

The Author

Marriage: is it heaven or hell? It all depends on us, on how we react to every 
inevitable conversation, to every inevitable conflict, to the whims of the 
spouse. In this short story, roidis, as an ex-jealous husband, explains that the 
question is not so much about knowing how to play the game, but moving in 
the right direction, along with your lovely wife. and he does so with just the 
right amount of irony and self-irony.
The book includes an introduction, a chronology of the author’s life and a 
bilbiography of translated works.

Emmanouel rhoides (Syros, 1836 – athens, 1904) is considered one of the 
leading figures of the renaissance of Greek letters, that took place in the 19th 
c. Born in Syros, to a wealthy family, rhoides moved to Berlin in 1855 to study 
Philosophy and Literature.
Back in athens in 1859, he worked as a journalist campaigning for the 
expulsion of King otto. In 1866 he wrote his famous novel Pope Joan, due to 
which he was excommunicated.
He served as director of the National Library. He died in 1904 from a heart 
attack.

Psychology of a Syriot Husband

Translated into Italian
Psicologia d’un marito siriota / Aiora Press, 2011 / 67 pp.
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KoNSTaNTINoS 
THEoToKIS
—

SoTI 
TrIaNTaFILLou
—

Stalachti’s wedding and other stories from Corfu  - novel

Chinese Boxes  - novel

The Author

Theotokis’ short stories are passionate dramas, where the hero’s impulse 
becomes the driving force until catharsis is achived. The society of Corfu in the 
late 19th and early 20th century comes to life and action unfolds through love, 
a sense of honour and the social inequality at that time.
The book includes an introduction, a chronology of the author’s life and a 
bilbiography of translated works.

Konstantinos Theotokis (1872-1923) is one of the most representative figures 
that appeared in Greek letters in the late 19th and early 20th century. He was 
born in Corfu, to an aristocratic family. He wrote a collection of short stories 
Tales of Corfu (1899-1913), The honour and money (1912), The condemned (1919), 
Life and death of Karavelas (1920), and one novel Slaves in chains (1922). He was 
a polyglot and also translated into Modern Greek works of Schiller, Goethe and 
Shakespeare, as well as works of ancient Greek and Latin Literature. among 
his later translations are Problems of Philosophy, by Bertrand russel, Madame 
Bovary and Macbeth. In 1923 he died in Corfu. 

The Chinese Boxes is a story set in the narrow streets of Chinatown in New 

Stalachti’s wedding and other stories from 
Corfu

Translated into Italian
Le nozze di Stalachtì: e altre storie di Corfù / Aiora Press, 
2014 / 77 pp.

Chinese Boxes 
Patakis Publishers
2006 / 312 pp.

Translated into Italian
Scatole cinesi: Quattro stagioni per il detective Malone / 
Edizioni Voland, 2012
Premio Letterario Francesco alziator 2012

The Author

Emilios Solomou was born in 1971. He studied history and archaeology at the 
university of athens and journalism at a tertiary education school. He worked 
as a journalist for a daily morning newspaper; at present he is a teacher in 
secondary education. His short stories have been published in aneu, Nea 
Epochi, in Focus and Mandragoras magazines. Some have been translated and 
published in English and Bulgarian. He has published three prose works: The 
Scarecrow (2000), Like a Sparrow you Soon Flew away (2003), an axe in your 
Hand (2007, aneu). For his last work he received the Cyprus State award as a 
novelist.

and the neverending blue, he must now try and put his life in order again and 
remember all that which had taken place during those summers of the past. a 
beautiful novel about time, memory, love and deception hovering between past 
and present.
rights sold to Bulgaria, Poland, F.y.r.o.M., Germany, and albania
Forthcoming

DIMITrIS
SoTaKIS
—

The Miracle of Breathing - novel

The Author

a young man is forced to accept a strange job, in order for him to get out of 
his private financial dead end. Gradually the consequences of this choice 
deprive him of the basic human rights and his life gradually turns into a post 
modern Kafkian type night mare, proportional to the amount of money piled 
into his bank account.  In the background, marionette like figures, his fading 
mother, his girlfriend and a painter, a good friend of his, frame hero’s agonizing 
drama. It’s a story of the futility of human desire and of modern day pursuit of 
happiness in the name of which almost everything worth living is sacrificed 
for an infeasible paradise.

Dimitris Sotakis (athens, 1973) has published eight novels including the brand 
new titled The resurrection of Michael Jackson (Kedros, 2014), a collection 
of short stories and many other short stories in various collective editions of 
modern Greek prose. His books were candidates for significant Greek literary 
awards, while his novel The Miracle of Breathing (2009) was awarded The 
athens Prize for Literature of “(δε)κατα” Magazine

The Miracle of Breathing
Kedros Publications
2009 / 209 p.p.
The athens Prize for Literature of “(δε)κατα” 
Magazine

Translated into Serbian
Bez daha / Clio, 2014 
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CoLLaBoraTIvE 
auTHorS
—

Contemporary Greek Dramatists: Reflections of Tragedy – 
Modern Fables- anthology, drama

The Author

The Authors

Who today are the heirs (or the enfants terribles) of Sophocles and 
aristophanes? What can dramaturgy in contemporary Greece teach us about 
this “beautiful and strange country,” in the words of a poet?
at the initiative of  l’Institut Français in Greece and thanks to the collaboration 
with Maison antoine vitez, here are, translated and put in context, 30 excerpts 
of plays and 2 complete texts by 27 contemporary Greek dramatists. 
The accompanying material permits both amateurs and professionals to use 
this anthology as a toll in the preparation of lectures or performances.
The French or francophone reader can also go beyond the clichés of “the crisis”, 
of “myth”, or of “tragedy” to enjoy the diverse range of these lively voices, 
creators of characters and subjects that are touching, surprising, amusing and 
carriers of the universal.

Georgios vizyenos was born in 1849 in the small town of vizye (vize in Turkish), 
to the north-west of Constantinople (Istanbul). His whole life was a struggle 
with family and personal tragedy. His father died when the boy was five years 
old; two of his sisters perished in early childhood; and one of his brothers died 
in mysterious circumstances.
Despite these inauspicious beginnings, he studied in Germany and became 
one of the leading Greek poets and short-story writers. Eventually, however, 
his psychological traumas took their toll, and he spent his last four years in 
Daphni mental asylum, where he died in 1896.

Loula anagnostaki, yorgos Dialegmenos, Dimitris Dimitriadis, akis Dimou, 
Maria Efstathiadi, andreas Flourakis, vanghelis Hatziyannidis, Eleni Haviara, 
vassilis Katsikonouris, Dimitris Kehaidis, Lena Kitsopoulou, andonis Koufalis, 
Konstandinos Koufalis, Maria Laina, yorgos Maniotis, yannis Mavritsakis, 

Contemporary Greek Dramatists: 
Reflections of Tragedy – Modern Fables
Thracian Tales / Aiora Press
2014 / 140 pp.

Translated into French
Auteurs dramatiques grecs d’aujourd’hui: miroirs tragiques, 
fables modernes / Les Cahiers de la Maison Antoine Vitez, 
no 11 / Éditions Théâtrales, 2014

vizyenos’ stories evoke a time when individual Greeks and Turks could 
share each other’s joys and pains despite the hostile relations between their 
governments.

york; seasons of the year and strange events happen and fade away in the 
stifling heat and under the heavy rain; neon signs blink over cheesy windows; 
a killer is on the loose. The mysteries are never revealed, the story seems like a 
set of Chinese boxes: when you open one, you find another sealed inside. 
The Chinese Boxes is a story about a fortune cookie factory and the New york 
subway which, rumour has it, is haunted by vampires. Soti Triantafillou’s 
novel is woven around Stuart Malone, a man chasing a lost dream. It is also a 
wandering through a city that is, above all, a state of mind.

october 2006, 7th reprint august 2007, more than 40.000 copies sold to date.
Published in German (2009) by Suhrkamp verlag & in Italian (2012) by Edizioni 
voland.

The Author

Soti Triantafillou was born in athens, Greece, in 1957. She got a Ph.D. in 
american History and Civilization from the École des Hautes Études en 
Sciences Sociales in Paris and Nyu in New york. 
She has published three collections of short stories, two books on film, ten 
novels: Saturday Night on the Edge of the Town, 1996 (new edition: Patakis 
Publishers, 2008), Tomorrow, another Country, 1997 (new edition: Patakis 
Publishers, 2009), The Subterranean Sky, 1998 (published in German by zsolnay, 
new edition: Patakis Publishers, 2009), The Pencil Factory, 2000 (German, 
French, Catalan & Turkish rights sold), Poor Margo, 2001 (originally written 
in English), Century, 2003, Chinese Boxes, 2006 (German & Italian rights sold), 
Some of your Blood, 2008, For the Love of Geometry, 2011 & rare Earths, 2013, the 
novellas The Flight (Melani, 2004) & Forgiveness, 2005, a memoir Time again, 
2009, a children’s book, Marion on the Silver Islands and in the red Forests, 
1999 (revised edition: 2014), and a young adult book, african Diary, 2008.

GEorGIoS 
vIzyENoS
—

The One and Only Journey of His Life / My Mother’s Sin /
Who Was My Brother’s Murderer? - novel

Georgios vizyenos (1849-1896) is one of Greece’s best-loved writers. His stories, 
written in 1883-84, are set in his native Thrace, a corner of Europe where 
Greece, Bulgaria and Turkey meet. Each title poses an enigma: Where did 
yorgis’ grandfather travel on his only journey? What was yorgis’ mother’s 
sin? Who was responsible for his brother’s murder? at the end of each story 
the narrator possesses some knowledge that forces him – and his readers – to 
revise their earlier 
assumptions, which were based on incomplete knowledge. Because vizyenos 
wants us to experience the difficult transition from ignorance to knowledge, 
he leaves us in suspense until the very end. 

The One and Only Journey of His Life /
My Mother’s Sin / Who Was My Brother’s 
Murderer?
Thracian Tales / Aiora Press
2014 / 140 pp.

Translated into English
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vaNGELIS 
ILIoPouLoS
—

Mr Book-Mouse

Mr Book-Mouse’s Christmas Dinner

The Author

all the books in school have disappeared. The children and their teacher can’t 
find them anywhere! Could the disappearance of the books be in any way 
connected to the fact that a bookish mouse has found his way into the school?
Published in Germany, Turkey & Malaysia.

Mr Book-Mouse is the one cooking Christmas Dinner this year. Not noticing 
Tita Gruyere’s note, “Don’t cook the books!”, he starts remembering all 

Christos Boulotis is a well-loved storyteller. Born in 1952 in Lemnos (island in 
the northeast aegean), he studied archaeology and comparative linguistics at 
the university of athens and in Wurzburg (Germany). along with his primary 
occupation as a passionate archaeologist, he has become a popular author 
of children’s books, writing stories for children since 1987. In 2012 he was 
nominated for the international Hans Christian andersen award.

Mr Book-Mouse
Illustrated by Chiara Fedele 
Patakis Publishers
2004 / 24 pp. / Age: 6+

Translated into Turkish
Kitap Faresi / Kuraldişi Yayincilik, 2014

Mr Book-Mouse’s Christmas Dinner
Illustrated by Chiara Fedele 
Patakis Publishers
2007 / 40 pp. / Age: 6+

Translated into Turkish
Kitap Faresi’nin Yilbaşi Yemeği / Kuraldişi Yayincilik, 2014

inhabitants demolished at some point, nobody remembers why anymore. and 
when they demolished it, two very strange things happened. all clocks stopped, 
and the inhabitants lost their voices, or rather they spoke so softly they could 
no longer be heard. Everything was upside down until the day Tam was born 
on one side of the river. When Tam turned seven, he began to speak in a normal 
voice. and –miraculously– he seemed to have a well-wound clock in his brain, 
because he knew how to tell the time. So he decided to go out into the street 
every hour and hit his little drum on the hour. Everyone got to know him by 
the name of Tam Taratum. and this little boy set himself the task of reuniting 
the two sides of the divided city. Can a small boy of seven accomplish this task 
when everyone is against him? Tam Taratum will not give up…

vassilis Mavrogeorgiou, Elena Penga, Marios Pontikas, Leonidas Proussalidis, 
Sakis Serefas, andreas Staikos, alexis Stamatis, Manolis Tsipos, yannis Tsiros, 
Konstandinos Tzikas, Mihalis virvidakis.

CHrISToS 
BouLoTIS
—

CHILDrEN’S BooKS

OOF! The Incredible Adventures of Ares

Tam Taratum and the Town That Cut Itself in Two

Christmas was not far off, and that day I had eaten fifteen mince pies while 
mum was not around – and then another five. They were delicious, because 
she’d made them using the old recipe she’d learned from her mother, whom I 
only know from the photo on our sideboard. But now my tummy was as tight 
as a drum and I felt as if I was going to burst.
Then my dog Eddie set up a furious barking in the yard and mum said, “ares, 
what on earth’s got into him? Go down and see.“ I can’t help saying it again, 
but Eddie’s my best friend. and that’s what I wrote in the composition Miss 
Dorkas set us at school. I got a gold star for it, and I don’t get those too often! 
These are the adventures of ares, a not so ordinary child!

The two cities of Elka and zini were once a single place called Elkazini. and 
in the middle of the town there was a bridge with seven arches, which the 

OOF! The Incredible Adventures of Ares
Illustrated by Fotini Tikou
Patakis Publishers
2011 / 160 pp. / Age: 8+
awarded by the Greek Section of IBBy

Translated into Chinese
Bridging Group, 20144

Tam Taratum and the Town That Cut Itself 
in Two
Illustrated by Nicholas Andrikopoulos 
Patakis Publishers
2000 / 32 pp. / Age: 5+
awarded by the Greek Section of IBBy

Translated into Chinese
Bridging Group, 20144
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When Mr Book-Mouse met Ms Tita Gruyere 

The Little Triangle-Fish

Mr Book-Mouse is in love! The object of his affection is none other than Ms 
Tita Gruyere, the librarian! He looks for a job so they can live together, but 
doesn’t seem to be able to hold one down. and so, he decides to become Ms Tita 
Gruyere’s assistant in the library. But how will he manage to resist biting into 
all the book-delicacies surrounding him?
Published in Germany, Turkey & Malaysia.

The award-winning children’s book series, The Little Triangle-Fish, 
inaugurated in 1997, recounts the adventures of a little fish who is somehow 
different from all the other fish. Feisty, optimistic and imaginative, the Little 
Triangle-Fish masters the many unexpected situations he finds himself 
plunged into. Iliopoulos’ heroes exist in a miniature underwater version of 
human society. The author deftly manages to fill his tales of the little yellow 
fish’s everyday life in the ocean deep with socially relevant issues such as 
exclusion, war and threats to the environment, and to include pleas for 
respect, equal rights and tolerance, in a style at once simple and elegant. 
Iliopoulos presents the little Triangle-Fish – now one of Greek children’s best 
loved literary heroes for more than 15 years – as an independent personality, 
a proponent of human values and pioneer in the struggle for an ecologically 
aware use of the oceans.
More than 300.000 copies sold to date. also available: cloth, board and jigsaw 
books and CD.

When Mr Book-Mouse met Ms Tita Gruyere 
Illustrated by Chiara Fedele
Patakis Publishers
2004 / 32 pp. / Age: 6+

Translated into Turkish
Kitap Faresi Tita Gravyer ile Tanişiyor / Kuraldişi 
Yayincilik, 2014

The Little Triangle-Fish
Illustrated by Leda Varvaroussi
Patakis Publishers
1997 / 70 pp. / Age: 5+

awarded by the Greek Section of IBBy

Translated into Chinese
Tianjin Maitian Culture Communication Co., 2012

account was that children, who had the strength to resist him and realize their 
dreams, would find a way to beat his magic tricks: the creation of a bridge!
This book boasts the largest writer team ever – namely one children’s book 
author and about two hundred kids! The author provides the framework and 
asks the kids to build on it; and they do - in the way only children know how.
The book is illustrated by the kids who took part in painter Giorgos Sgouros’ 
four-day workshop.

the book-delicacies his mother used to make. He wants to make stuffed 
encyclopedia and diced dictionary, but finally discovers that the best books are 
the ones we read and not the ones we roast in the oven!
Published in Germany, Turkey & Malaysia.

Mystery in the Book-Mouse Library

The Black Bird Demands that
the Forest Be Saved - educational

The Tale of the Bridge

There are some strange goings-on in the library. Ms Tita Gruyere is trying 
to shed some light on the mystery, while Mr Book-Mouse is playing hear no 
evil, see no evil. until one night, Tita sees princes, fairies, knights and witches 
dancing and reading in the library! What on earth is going on?
Published in Germany, Turkey & Malaysia.

This series of stories aims at informing, moving and raising consciousness 
in young readers about important environmental issues, such as climatic 
changes, water pollution, forest fires, waste management and alternative 
energy forms. apart from a story, each book also contains environmental 
activities. Full Italian translations available.

once upon a time, a stonehearted Dragon envied love and amity among the 
people of two cities that were built the one opposite the other and divided only 
by a narrow sea channel. He became the king of the whole area and spread 
hatred and division all over the place. The only thing he did not take into 

Mystery in the Book-Mouse Library 
Illustrated by Chiara Fedele 
Patakis Publishers
2007 / 38 pp. / Age: 6+

Translated into Turkish
Kitap Faresi Kütüphanesi’ndeki Gizem / Kuraldişi 
Yayincilik, 2014

The Black Bird Demands that
the Forest Be Saved
lustrated by Francesca Cosanti
Patakis Publishers
2013 / 48pp. / Age: 5+

Translated into Turkish
Karatavuk Ormanin Kurtarilmasini Bekliyor / Kuraldişi 
Yayincilik, 2014

The Tale of the Bridge
Patakis Publishers
2006 / 32 pp. / Age: 4+

Translated into Korean
BookInFish Publishing Co., 2014
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The Little Triangle-Fish’s Birthday

The Little Triangle-Fish’s Brother 

The Little Triangle-Fish’s Birthday
Illustrated by Leda Varvaroussi 
Patakis Publishers
2007 / 72 pp. / Age: 7+

Translated into Chinese
Tianjin Maitian Culture Communication Co., 2013

The Little Triangle-Fish’s Brother 
Illustrated by Leda Varvaroussi 
Patakis Publishers
2003 / 46 pp. / Age: 4+

Translated into Chinese
Tianjin Maitian Culture Communication Co., 2012

The Author

vangelis Iliopoulos was born in athens in 1964. He studied Pedagogy and 
Theology at the university of athens. He has been working in the primary 
school field since 1984. He has written numerous books for children and young 
adults and has received many awards. His books have been translated in 
several languages (Italian, German, Catalan, English, Turkish, Korean, Chinese, 
Serbian). He lives in athens with his wife and two children.

vouLa
MaSTorI
—

Doll-Lina

after her parents’ divorce Lina stopped going out with her friends, refused to 
sing (even in the school choir), went back to playing with dolls, opened her 
heart only to her cat and silently put up with being called a ‘bun’ because of 
her extra weight. But all that ended when she got hooked on chat rooms and 
started receiving messages from some crazy boy.
Published in Serbia & albania.

Doll-Lina
Patakis Publishers
2006 / 208 pp. / Age: 12+

Translated into Serbian
Lutkalina, Kreativni Centar, 2012

Vangelis Iliopoulos’ Translated books of the same series

The Little Triangle-Fish and the Last Sea Horse

The Little Triangle-Fish in the World of Strange Fish 

The Little Triangle-Fish in the World of Strange Fish

The Little Triangle-Fish Returns

The Little Triangle-Fish Versus the Big Shark 

The Little Triangle-Fish
and the Last Sea Horse
Illustrated by Leda Varvaroussi 
Patakis Publishers
1998 / 56 pp. / Age: 5+

Translated into Chinese
Tianjin Maitian Culture Communication Co., 2012

The Little Triangle-Fish in
the World of Strange Fish 
Illustrated by Leda Varvaroussi 
Patakis Publishers
2006 / 48 pp. / Age: 4+

Translated into Chinese
Tianjin Maitian Culture Communication Co., 2012

The Little Triangle-Fish
in the World of Strange Fish 
Illustrated by Leda Varvaroussi 
Patakis Publishers
2006 / 48 pp. / Age: 4+

Translated into Chinese
Tianjin Maitian Culture Communication Co., 2012

The Little Triangle-Fish Returns
Illustrated by Leda Varvaroussi 
Patakis Publishers
2011 / 128 pp. / Age: 7+

Translated into Chinese
Tianjin Maitian Culture Communication Co., 2013

The Little Triangle-Fish Versus the Big Shark 
Illustrated by Leda Varvaroussi 
Patakis Publishers
2003 / 46 pp. / Age: 4+

Translated into Chinese
Tianjin Maitian Culture Communication Co., 2012
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The Author

antonis Papatheodoulou was born in 1977 in Piraeus, Greece. He studied 
computer animation and stop motion animation in athens and Barcelona. 
He works in advertising and since 1999 he writes and translates books, songs 
and scripts for children for which he has received numerous awards. 
His book The town that drove war out won the State award for Best Illustrated 
Children’s Book for 2011, the 2011 Illustrated Children’s Book award of literary 
magazine Diavazo and the EvGE award of the Graphic Designers union of 
Greece for the illustrations of Myrto Delivoria, while the same book was 
included in the White ravens list of the International Children’s Library of 
Munich.

No is a tiny word with a huge meaning. If you are not sure when to say yes or 
No, then you might find yourself in big trouble. This book will help you to avoid 
such trouble at school, on the Internet, with people you know or with strangers, 
with dangerous substances, with pernicious advertisements. Saying No will 
be a great asset in your life. It will be useful to you in forming your personality 
and judgement. It will enable you to be assured about your convictions. It will 
help you to make good friends.
Saying No will help the young readers form a rounded personality, to make 
loads of new friends, to be assured about their convictions, to be brave and 
resolute in their decisions. It is a useful tool in teaching them how to recognise 
dangerous situations and how to deal with them decisively; to judge for 
themselves and to make independent decisions without being influenced by 
others; to deal with people who intimidate or bully them. using techniques 

CHrISTINa
raSSIDaKI
—

I Know How to Say NO - educational

I Know How to Say NO
Illustrated by Giorgos Nazlis
Patakis Publishers
2010 / 80 pp. / Age: 6+

Translated into Serbian
Umem da kažem NE, Kreativni Centar, 2012

of their own, widening to allow school groups to pass by, rising to reach the 
top floors of apartment blocks and forming pretty shapes to greet airplanes 
flying overhead. once you’ve got your mind around that, it’s easy to accept that 
the town also boasts a square where the obligatory statue of a general blushes 
and giggles when looked at as well as a park in which the trees tell stories and 
a post office that rewrites and readdresses letters according to the sender’s 
true desires. What might such a charming, unworldly town do if its peace 
were threatened? antonis Papatheodoulou demonstrates the advantages of an 
unconventional response in his picture book.
Without preaching, Papatheodoulou uses humour to demonstrate ways of 
defusing conflict. young readers can use their own ideas when they use the 
separate cut-out section to create their version of a city that’s different from 
all others. Illustrator Myrto Delivoria captures the faux-seriousness of the 
enterprise in a mixture of paint, pastels and drawings on a crumpled brown 
paper background.

Dorilenia

a prolific writer of varied and timely themes, voula Mastori penned Dorilenia, 
a tender tale of sensitivity, imagination and humour, bearing in mind the 
significant role of reading extra-curricular books in the language development 
of children.
In this story, infants speak their own language and understand all the tongues 
of the world - both of humans and animals. But when they begin speaking 
human talk, they soon forget the other languages and even the fact they once 
knew them! The heroine of the story, little Dorilenia, who didn’t want this to 
happen to her, refused to start speaking until she visited her school library one 
day.

Dorilenia
Illustrated by Vassilis Papatsarouhas
Patakis Publishers
2005 / 80 pp. / Age: 6+

State Prize for Children’s Literature

Translated into Turkish
Dorilenya / Kuraldişi Yayincilik, 2014

The Author

voula Mastori was born in agrinio, Greece, with origins from asia Minor. She 
began writing children’s literature in 1974. She has worked in radio, television 
and for children’s magazines. She has received many awards including the 
State Prize for Children’s Literature. In 2008 she was nominated for the H. C. 
andersen award.

aNToNIS 
PaPaTHEoDouLou
—

The Town That Drove War Out

Imagine a town that is different from all others, where the streets have a mind 

The Town That Drove War Out
Illustrated by Myrto Delivoria 
Patakis Publishers
2010 / 40 pp. / Age: 6+

State Prize for Best Picture Book for 2011
Best Picture Book for 2011 by prestigious literary 
magazine “Diavazo”
Best Illustrated Book for 2011 (Graphic Design & 
Illustration awards)

Translated into Portuguese
A cidade que derrotou a guerra
Editora Schwarcz (Seibel Publishing Services), 2014
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MarKoS DraGouMIS, 
SaKIS PaPaDIMITrIou, 
TED PETrIDES, ELIaS 
PETroPouLoS
—

Rebetika: Songs from the Old Greek 
Underworld - monography

Rebetika: Songs from the Old Greek 
Underworlds

Translated into English
Rebetika: Songs from the old Greek underworld / Aiora 
Press, 2014 / 173 pp.

the minority phenomenon in modern-day Turkey is impossible without a 
reminder of the convulsions as well as the periods of peaceful coexistence of 
the past. 
This book, the fruit of a long association with the Constantinople rum, is 
mainly a testimonial. However, its authors, both of them academics, respected 
a fundamental law of their profession: disciplinary objectivity. In other words, 
their work manifests both emotion and the necessary academic detachment. 

The Authors

Meropi anastasiadou was born in 1964 in Thessaloniki. She is a jurist and 
historian, and a researcher in the Department of Turkish and ottoman Studies 
of France’s National Center for Scientific research. Her publications focus 
mostly on the urban societies of the greater ottoman region (19th-20th c.) and 
modern Turkey. Besides the social changes in 19th century Thessaloniki, she 
has studied the relationship between scientific knowledge and nationalist 
ideologies, the political dimensions of philanthropy, and the non Muslim 
communities in the ottoman and Turkish state. Her current research concerns 
the relationship between cultural heritage, historical memory and collective 
identity, as well as intercultural connections and exchanges in Greece and 
Turkey. Hestia will also be publishing her book Thessaloniki 1830-1912. an 
ottoman City in an Era of reform. 

Paul Dumont was born in 1945 in Beirut. He is a historian and a professor 
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he songs in this book are a sampling of the urban folk songs of Greece during 
the first half of the 20th century. They are the creative expression of an urban 
subculture, whose members the Greeks commonly called rebetes. These rebetes 
were people living a marginal and often underworld existence on the fringes of 
established society, disoriented and struggling to maintain themselves in the 
developing industrial ports, despised and persecuted by the rest of society. and 

employed by psychologists, the book shows young readers how to recognise 
and avoid traps on the internet, and how to see through pernicious advertising. 
Finally, it helps them to become self-assured, confident people.
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The Rum of Constantinople:
Wounds and Expectations - monography

The Greeks of Turkey, who call themselves “romei” or “rum” in reference 
to their roots in the roman Empire of the East, constituted one of the most 
dynamic elements of the ottoman Empire. But the drama and crises that 
marked the Eastern Mediterranean during the 20th century did not favor them. 
Today, their community is limited to a few thousand souls. 
Can decay be cured? Is the end near? Most observers believe that the laws 
of demographics condemn Constantinople’s rum to extinction and that 
soon they will survive only in the memory of the descendants of those who 
were forced to abandon their homes and seek refuge in Greece or elsewhere. 
Nevertheless, this book gives voice to those who still believe in a certain 
revitalization; to those who feel that, under certain circumstances, the 
minority can overcome the wounds of the past decades and write out a new 
future with words of hope. 
The study concerns the present condition of the Constantinople rum: their 
demographics, economic and social life, education, secular and religious 
leadership, cultural heritage, places of memory, and relations with the Turkish 
community. yet it does not overlook the weight of history; understanding 
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it is the hardships and suffering of these people, their fruitless dreams, their 
current loves and their lost loves that these songs are about, and underlying 
them all, their jaunty, tough will to survive.
The appeal of these songs, often compared to the american blues, is that the 
conflicts they express are not exclusively Greek conflicts, they are everybody’s; 
and they are still unresolved — in urban Greece as in urban anywhere.v
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history of modern Turkey.  His first research concerned the socialist movement 
in Thessaloniki during the young Turk revolution. at a later stage, he grew 
interested in the history of ottoman Freemasonry. His current research 
activities center on the study of the radical movements in modern-day Turkey.
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